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In an e f f o r t to fu r ther improve voltage performance of the Oak

Ridge 25URC accelerator, the o r ig ina l accelerat ion tubes w i l l be

replaced with NEC compressed geometry accelerat ion tubes. In th i s

paper, we report on tests in the 25URC accelerator of two prototype

compressed geometry accelerat ion tube designs. One of the designs

u t i l i z e s a novel aperture which provides enhanced electron and ion

t rapp ing .

INTRODUCTION

In en e f fo r t to fur ther improve voltage performance of the ORNL

25URC accelerator,3 we are engaged in a program of replacing the

or ig ina l acceleration tubes with tubes of a compressed geometry

design. In th is design, which u t i l i zes a modified National

Electrostat ics Corporation (NEC) high-gradient 17-cm-long tube sec-

t i o n , the 3-cm-thick heatable aperture assembly provided as part of
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the original instal lat ion is replaced with an aperture assembly of

essentially zero length. This change has two beneficial effects. The

f i r s t is that seven tube sections can be installed in the space pre-

viously occupied by six, thus increasing the effective insulator

length per unit column length by a factor of 7/6 = 1.17. The second

is that removal of the high-current feed-throughs which are an

integral part of the heatable aperture assembly removes a source of

vacuum leaks in the 25URC accelerator.

Tests on a compressed geometry configuration, similar to that

described in this report, were f i r s t reported by Assmann, et al. '* A

subsequent test , using a column structure more closely resembling the

25URC column, was reported by Raatz, et a l . 5 While both of these

tests produced gradients which substantially exceed those used in

working NEC accelerators, they suffered from several l imitations:

f i r s t , they were performed in relatively small, low-capacitance

columns unlike the 25URC accelerator; second, they were performed over

relatively short periods; and th i rd , they did not involve operation

with beam. The tests described in this report are the f i r s t in which

compressed geometry tubes have been installed in a large accelerator

and operated with beam over a period of months.

The instal lat ion and tests described in this report represent

the f i r s t two of three phases of the tube replacement program for the

25URC accelerator. In the f i r s t phase, two tube units,6 26 and 27,

were replaced with compressed geometry tubes in June 1986 end tested

in the interval July 1986 - October 1986.7 In the second phase, units



19-25 were replaced with compressed geometry tubes in November 1986

and tested in the interval November 1986 - March 1987. In the t h i r d

phase, scheduled for August 1987, the f ina l 18 units w i l l be replaced.

This sequential approach was chosen to provide an opportunity to

evaluate prototype designs before r e t r o f i t t i n g the ent i re accelerator.

As a result of the compressed geometry tube i n s t a l l a t i o n , the

number of 17-cm-long tube sections used in the 25URC accelerator must

be increased by 24. To provide an unambiguous comparison between new

and reconditioned tube sections, 28 new tube sections were ins ta l led

in the second phase of the replacement program in units 19+20 and

24+25. A l l other 17-cm-long tube sections used in the f i r s t and sec-

ond phases of the reDlacement program were reconditioned tube sections,

APERTURE AND ELECTRODE DESIGN

As noted by Assmann, et a l . , replacement of the heatable aper-

ture assembly with a simple "zero length" f l a t aperture reduces the

strength cf the lens effect associated with the aperture. This

reduction in lens strength results in a reduction in trapping e f f i -

ciency for ions and electrons or ig inat ing from the aperture and from

ionizat ion of residual gas. While i t appears that reduced trapping

ef f ic iency might lead to impaired tube performance, the importance

of th is effect in practice is not clear. To investigate th is question

in a systematic way, we have ins ta l led and tested compressed geometry

tubes of two designs: a "conventional" design, s imi lar to that

described by Assmann, et a l . , and a new design, developed for the pre-

sent program, which has improved ion and electron trapping. This new



design was used for units 23-27. The conventional design was used for

units 19-22.

As shown in Figure 1, the technique used to improve ion and

electron trapping for the new design is replacement of the conven-

tional f la t aperture with a vee-shaped aperture. Specifically, use

of a vee-shaped aperture " t i l t s " the electric f ie ld in the region of

the aperture so that i t has a larger radial component. This radial

component of the electric f ie ld imparts higher radial velocities to

ions and electrons originating at or near the aperture and thus leads

to improved trapping.

The basic parameters of the vee aperture are the inside

diameter, outside diameter of the conical element, and cone angle

(defined as the angle between the aperture surface and a perpen-

dicular to the axis of symmetry). These parameters were determined

on the basis of ray trace calculations performed with the SLAC

electron trajectory code of Hermannsfeldt.8 The results of typical

calculations made with this code are shown in Figure 2 where we show

electron trajectories for compressed geometry designs with conven-

tional f la t apertures and vee apertures with a 30° cone angle. The

parameters chosen were inside diameter 2.54 cm, outs • e diameter of

the conical element 3.8 cm, and cone angle 30°. This cone angle was

chosen as a compromise between trapping efficiency and the possibil-

i t y of a one-to-one correspondence between ion trajectories between

adjacent electrodes - a condition which we feared might lead to

excessive microdischarge conditioning.9 With a cone angle of 30°,



a l l ion t ra jec tor ies with an i n i t i a l energy less than 500 eV appear

to be stopped in two tube sections.

As a consequence of the change in spacing which results from

removal of the heatable aperture, i t is necessary to use insert

electrodes of a modified design in the f i r s t three gaps of the

compressed geometry tube. These are also shown in Figure 1 .

The conventional design, used for units 19-22, is s imi lar to that

shown in Figure 1 except that the vee-shaped aperture is replaced with

a stra ight 1-mm-thick aperture with a rounded inner diameter. Insert

electrodes of the same design were used for both the vee-shaped and

st ra ight apertures. Both vee-shaped and stra ight apertures were

fabricated of t i tan ium.

INSTALLATION IN THE 25URC ACCELERATOR

As shown schematically in Figure 3, i ns ta l l a t i on of compressed

geometry tubes in 24 of the 27 units of the 25URC accelerator is based

on a modular length of 122 cm extending over three column castings or

two un i ts . In order to have the same number of column insulators (5)

for each of the seven tube sections, i t is necessary to short one

column insu la tor , thereby reducing the to ta l number of column insula-

tors in the module from 36 to 35.

A spacer / l i f t i ng ring is provided for each module. This r ing ,

which is approximately 1.4 cm long, has three functions: f i r s t , to

match the length of seven tube sections to the length of the

two-unit module; second, to provide a "hard point" for tube l i f t i n g

operations where l i f t i n g forces can be transferred to a ceramic



i n s u l a t o r ; and t h i r d , to provide a component which can be removed

t ransverse ly so as to al low unstacking of the assembly.

To f a c i l i t a t e diagnost ic work wi th these pairs of u n i t s , new

shor t ing rod contacts were provided as shown i n Figure 3. With

these short ing rod contacts , i t is possible to operate any com-

b ina t ion of the bottom three tube sect ions, the middle tube sec-

t i o n , and the top three tube sec t ions .

To accommodate the three "odd" uni ts in the accelerator (numbers

5 , 14, and 23) , a tube sect ion s im i l a r to that shown i n Figure 1

was developed. This tube sec t ion , which has seven insu la t i ng gaps,

provides a f r ac t i ona l increase in insu la to r length of 40/33 = 1.21 per

un i t over the o r i g i na l design and matches the compressed geometry tube

length to the 61-cm un i t modulus. When i n s t a l l e d , t h i s special tube

sect ion is p a r t i a l l y reentrant in to the adjacent minor dead sec t ion .

MEASUREMENTS

Evaluat ion of the compressed geometry tubes is based on a

sequence of measurements - beginning before removal of the o r i g i na l

equipment tubes. These are b r i e f l y summarized below:

o GVM c a l i b r a t i o n s : Since shor t ing a l l un i ts except 26 and/or

27 results in a significant distortion of the electric f ie ld near

the terminal, a generating voltmeter (GVM) correction factor must

be applied to gradients measured with only these units l ive. To

fac i l i ta te these corrections, the GVM calibration was measured, with

beam, for units 26, 27, and 26+27 l i ve . These calibrations then



provided corrections (less than 5%) which were used for all sub-

sequent tests of units 26, 27, and 26+27.

o Determination of the "maximum stable voltage" of units 26+27

prior to removal of the old acceleration tubes: To provide reference

data for evaluation of the new tubes, units 26 and 27 were conditioned

separately and then together to their highest stable voltages. These

voltages, as limited by sparks, were 1.15 MV, 1.10 MV, and 2.08 MV for

units 26, 27, and 26+27, respectively.

As an aside, we note that these limiting voltages did not appear

to be a function of tank gas pressure, indicating that the spark

mechanism was internal rather than external to the tube.

o Measurement of the "maximum stable voltage" of units 26+27

without tubes: To provide a better understanding of the sources of

voltage l imi tat ion, we measured a set of breakdown voltages for

units 26, 27, and 26+27, without tubes. Using a procedure which

approximated the conditions which are present during tube con-

dit ioning, we recorded an average of seven sparks for each com-

bination of units at pressures of 69.0 and 82.5 psig. With one

exception, no conditioning effects were observed. The results of

these measurements may be summarized as follows: For a given

pressure, the breakdown voltages are additive, i . e . , the average

breakdown voltage for units 26+27 is equal to the sum of the

breakdown voltage for units 26 and 27 measured separately. The

observed breakdown voltages are in good agreement with single column

spark gap measurements (when corrected for the large number of
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gaps). In the top of Figure 5, we show the "maximum stable voltage"

for units 26+27 at 69.0 and 82.5 psig. In this context, maximum

stable voltage was arbitrarily defined as the next-to-lowest spark

voltage.

o Measurement of the operating characteristics of units

equipped with compressed geometry tubes: To provide a convenient com-

parison, attention was primarily focused on the relative performance

of modular pairs of units, i.e., units 19+20, 21+22, 24+25, and 26+27.

Units 26+27 were' conditioned and tested at intervals of approximately

two, four, and ten weeks after installation in June 1986. Units

19-25, along with units 26+27 (which had previously been conditioned)

were conditioned and tested at intervals of approximately two and

fourteen weeks after installation in November 1986.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a background for discussion of the performance of the

compressed geometry tubes, it is useful to mention two general obser-

vations concerning the conventional design tubes which have been used

in the 25URC accelerator. The first is that it has been our obser-

vation that tube voltage performance improves with operating time

- over a scale of at least several years. The second is that in

contrast to the original equipment tubes, the reconditioned tubes

installed in 1983]0 exhibited intense, gradient dependent, continuous

x-ray levels which we believe are due to field emission and which have

been observed to decrease with time and sparks. The source of these

intense, continuous x-ray levels is not understood.



Conditioning of the compressed geometry tubes was characterized by

the same phenomena as has been observed for conventional geometry

tubes, namely, sparks (increasing in voltage roughly monotonically),

pulsed x-ray and vacuum act iv i ty , and intense continuous x-ray levels.

The lat ter effect provided the most pronounced difference observed for

the two compressed geometry designs; the vee-shaped aperture tubes

exhibited consistently higher continuous x-ray levels than did the

straight aperture tubes. I t is also our subjective opinion that

units 19-22 exhibited less pulsed x-ray conditioning than units 23-27.

A notable characteristic of both types of compressed geometry tubes is

that they appear to decondition with respect to pulsed x-ray and

vacuum act iv i ty only slightly with time. /

Two important parameters can be used to describe the voltage per-

formance of acceleration tubes: conditioning d i f f icu l ty and maximum

stable gradient. As a measure of the f i r s t of these, Figure 4 shows

stable voltage measured for pairs of units as a function of the number

of sparks multiplied by the number of units, of the pair, which were

l ive during each spark. (This method of presentation assumes that a

spark tends to increase the attainable stable voltage.) As can be

seen, there are large differences between different pairs of units.

However, differences of this magnitude were also observed for the con-

ventional geometry tubes installed in 1983 and we are not convinced

that the observed differences are signif icant. We also note that the

number of sparks multiplied by the number of live units required to

reach 1.9 MV for pairs r,f units is 19% lower for the compressed
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geometry tubes than for the conventional geometry tubes installed in

1983. Primarily as a result of the high continuous x-ray levels noted

above for units 23-27, the time required to reach 1.9 MV for pairs of

units was about the same for the compressed geometry tubes and the

conventional geometry tubes installed in 1983.

As indicated above, we have noted that voltage performance appears

to improve with operating time. Thus, we believe the most meaningful

comparison of maximum stable gradient is for tubes at the same time

after installation. In Table I, we show such e comparison for a time

after installation of approximately three months. Specifically, we

show in this table the maximum stable gradient measured for various

combinations of units in the group 19-27 for the compressed geometry

tubes and for the conventional geometry tubes installed in 1983.

In the lower part of Figure 5, a slightly different perspective on

voltage performance is shown, namely, a comparison of the maximum

stable voltage achieved with units 26+27 for the compressed geometry

tubes and the conventional geometry tubes installed in 1983 as a func-

tion of time after installation. (The data shown for these conven-

tional tubes are typical of that observed for other conventional tubes

in the 25URC accelerator.)

As can be seen from Table I and Figure 5, installation of

compressed geometry tubes has resulted in improved voltage perform-

ance. However, it is important to note that the compressed geometry

tubes were conditioned more aggressively than the conventional

geometry tubes. Thus, some of the differences noted in Table I and
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Figure 5 are probably due to differences in conditioning emphasis. We

also note that we have no data which determines the ult imate gradient

capabi l i ty of the two compressed geometry aperture designs.

During the course of the last conditioning exercise in February-

March 1987, we measured bremsstrahlung spectra for various com-

binations of units in the group 19-27. For the spectra to be

discussed, these measurements were made for gradients of approximately

1.0 MV/unit and at times when no pulsed x-ray ac t i v i t y was present. A

comparison of these spectra may be summarized as fo l lows: (1) No

s ign i f i can t difference was observed between spectra for pairs of units

with vee-shaped apertures and pairs of units with stra ight apertures.

(2) No s ign i f icant difference was observed in spectra measured for

c i f fe ren t numbers of units (ranging from two to f i ve) with vee-shaped

cpertures. (3) A small higher-energy " t a i l " is c lear ly observable in

spectra measured with four units with st ra ight apertures; th is com-

ponent is not observed when only two units with s t ra ight apertures are

operated together. We believe the presence of th is higher-energy com-

ponent with stra ight aperture units and i t s absence with vee-shaped

aperture units is evidence of the improved trapping effectiveness of

the vee-shaped apertures. (4) Spectra measured with units 19-27 show

a s l i gh t l y enhanced "medium energy" y ie ld in comparison to spectre

measured with u'nits 19-22 and units 23-27. The or ig in of th is effect

is not understood.
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SUMMARY

Compressed geometry NEC acce le ra t ion tubes w i th two d i f f e r e n t

aper ture designs have been tes ted i n the Oak Ridge 25URC acce le ra to r .

I n comparison t o convent ional geometry NEC tubes , the compressed

geometry acce le ra t i on tubes appear to provide s i g n i f i c a n t l y improved

vo l tage performance. No c lear d i f f e rence in vo l tage performance,

e i t h e r in ease of cond i t i on ing or u l t ima te c a p a b i l i t y , was observed

f o r the two aperture designs. Observed breii isstrahlung spectra i n d i -

cate a small " long tube e f f e c t " w i t h the s t r a i g h t aperture tubes; t h i s

e f f e c t was not observed w i th the vee-shaped aperture tubes. The most

s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e rence between the performance of the two aperture

designs was an increased continuous x-ray y i e l d which is observed w i th

tubes equipped w i th vee-shaped aper tu res . This d i f f e r e n c e , which i s

operationally signif icant, is not understood.
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Figure captions:

1. Section view of compressed geometry tube section with vee
apertures.

2. Electrostatic equipotentials and electron trajectories are shown
for two compressed geometry tube configurations: top; a geometry
with f la t apertures similar to that proposed by Assmann, et a!.;1*
and bottom, the vee-aperture geometry which is the subject of this
report. The electron trajectories shown are for i n i t i a l energies
of 10, 100, and 500 eV and an i n i t i a l angle with respect to the
aperture surface of 90°.

3. A schematic view of the instal lat ion of compresed geometry tubes
in th,» 25URC accelerator column.

4. Stable voltage for two units in MV is shown as a function cf the
number of sparks multiplied by the number of l ive units for each
spark for four groups of two units equipped with compressed
geometry acceleration tubes. Aperture design and tube section
history are indicated on the figure.

5. In the lower part of the f igure, the maximum stable voltage
measured for units 26+27 of the 25URC accelerator is shown as a
function of time after instal lat ion for compressed geometry and

' conventional acceleration tubes. In the upper part of the f igure,
the maximum stable voltage for units 26+27 measured without accel-
eration tubes is shown for two tank gas pressures. The value
labeled 82.5 psig COMPRESSED GEOMETRY is a calculated value for
35 column insulators.



Table I

Maximum stable gradient in MV/unit measured for conventional geometry tubes in March 1984 and for
compressed geometry tubes in October 1906 (units 26+27) and March 1907 (units 19-25). In each case,
the observed gradients were measured approximately three months after installation.

Unit(s)

Average for
single units

Average for
pairs of units

19-22

23-27

19-27

Conventional Geometry
March 1904

0.96

0.95

0.94

0.91

0.04

Maximum stable gradient (MV/unit)

Compressed Geometry
October 1906 % improvement March 1 9 0 7 % improvement

1.20

1.16

25%

22%

1.12 17%

1.07

1.04

1.04

0.96

12%

11%

14%

14%
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